Sparse multiple kernel learning for signal processing applications.
In many signal processing applications, grouping of features during model development and the selection of a small number of relevant groups can be useful to improve the interpretability of the learned parameters. While a lot of work based on linear models has been reported to solve this problem, in the last few years, multiple kernel learning has come up as a candidate to solve this problem in nonlinear models. Since all of the multiple kernel learning algorithms to date use convex primal problem formulations, the kernel weights selected by these algorithms are not strictly the sparsest possible solution. The main reason for using a convex primal formulation is that efficient implementations of kernel-based methods invariably rely on solving the dual problem. This work proposes the use of an additional log-based concave penalty term in the primal problem to induce sparsity in terms of groups of parameters. A generalized iterative learning algorithm, which can be used with a linear combination of this concave penalty term with other penalty terms, is given for model parameter estimation in the primal space. It is then shown that a natural extension of the method to nonlinear models using the "kernel trick" results in a new algorithm, called Sparse Multiple Kernel Learning (SMKL), which generalizes group-feature selection to kernel selection. SMKL is capable of exploiting existing efficient single kernel algorithms while providing a sparser solution in terms of the number of kernels used as compared to the existing multiple kernel learning framework. A number of signal processing examples based on the use of mass spectra for cancer detection, hyperspectral imagery for land cover classification, and NIR spectra from wheat, fescue grass, and diesel are given to highlight the ability of SMKL to achieve a very high accuracy with a very few kernels.